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Fatal secrecy of '
low-flying RAF bombers
Duncan Campbell, writes: The Under-Secretary
of State for' the RAF, Jim Wellbeloved, now
has an opportunity to make an important con-
tribution to public safety. He' could do so by.
publishing a series of documents .which have
hitherto 'been classified and locked away by
the Ministry of Defence - maps 'used by the
RAF and the United States Air Force for train-
ing in Britain.
Just over a month ago, he told the House of

Commons that a review of all low flying was
underway and would be completed as soon as
possible: 'My view is that it would be better
for the low- flying system to be published, but
these are matters that are still under considera-
tion.'
As part of their training (for attack rather

than defence), both the RAF and the USAF
mustregularly practise low flying, virtually at
tree-top level. This enables them to cover long
distances without being noticed by normal radar
detectors on the ground. A fixed pattern of
routes and training areas around Britain is
used for this, practice, and includes bornbing
runs on target ranges. Although the map of
routes is 'classified' it is hardly kept secret from
those whose misery it is to live or holiday be-
.neath such routes.

Official figures for the annual' number of
low flights, last released in 1975, enumerate
176,528 flights - about 500 every day. Almost
half of these occur in southern England, with
43 per-cent concentrated around Salisbury and
'parts of Kent, Sussex and Dorset'.
The vitaIpoint about publication of the

routes is air safety. Many small aeroplanes -

crop sprayers, air taxis, instruction and pleasure
craft - operate at the .heights used for military
low flying. There has been one fatal accident,
over Norfolk three years ago, when an RAF
Phantom collided with a crop sprayer. It
should have resulted in immediate disclosure
of low flying routes to avoid repetition. Instead,
civil pilots were told to notify the RAF of any
of their low flying movements - although the
hazard clearly came from military activities
and not vice versa. That accident only marks
the tip of a vast pile of hair-raising tales that
almost every pilot has to tell.
In the past the Ministry of Defence has avoid-

ed handling vital confirmatory intelligence to
such potential enemies as the Little Snoring En-
vironmental Action Group, or whomever. -It
does not claim to withold the details on
grounds of national security, but explains the
'classified' tag as a 'practical consideration': -r-

'It is safer not to publish at all than to let
civil pilots use out of date information' ..
That argument finds little sympathy with

anti-secrecy campaigners, or with the aviation
magazine Flight which has for some years de-
manded publication of a range of air safety
information and details of RAF 'flying accident
investigations. Flight points out that the RAF's
counterparts in' the USA, Australia and else-
where find no difficulty in making such in-
formation available.


